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Why Charter In Croatia
Situated at the crossroads of Central and Southeast Europe, our country is often called
“nautical paradise” for a numerous of reasons. Most widely known for its Adriatic coast
and more than 1000 islands and islets, which makes it perfect for sailing or cruising. Most
of Croatia has moderately warm and rainy continental climate, with Mediterranean
climate on the coast.
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Key Facts About Croatia
CAPITAL TOWN: Zagreb
Population: 4,058,165
Flag:

ISLANDS, ISLETS AND ROCKS: 1246
CURRENCY: Kuna (1 euro ~ 7,54 kn)
4 main regions: Central Croatia, Slavonia, Istria, Dalmatia.
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Dalmatia is one of four regions in Croatia, with its city of Split as a capital. Dalmatia has all
you need for your perfect charter holiday - picturesque landscape, crystal clear sea,
untouched nature, islands yet to be discovered, delicious cuisine and fair winds that will
let you nothing but enjoy in the “paradise” region while sailing on the “wings” of your
sailing yacht...
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Key Facts About Dalmatia
POPULATION: 852,068
CAPITAL TOWN: Split
Other towns: Zadar, Šibenik, Dubrovnik

HISTORY FACT
Dalmatia - bears the name of the Delmats
(Dalmatians), a tribe of the Illyrians.
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Basic Charter Terms
Knowing basic terms and terminology is crucial in yachting industry. Here we bring you
basic ‘keywords’ that are very popular among charterers:

1

SAILING YACHT - floating vessel that uses sails as its primary source of propulsion,

2

CATAMARAN - multi-hulled watercraft featuring two parallel hulls of equal size.

3

MOTOR YACHT - power vessel used for pleasure, cruising, or racing. Depending on

although most of the sailing yachts have engines as well.

their size nowadays we have: yachts, super yachts, mega yachts and giga
yachts.

4

MONOFLEET - fleet that consists of the same yacht model.

5

MONOHULL - sailing yacht with only one hull.

6

YACHT BROKER - specialist who serves yacht or boat sellers and/or buyers as a

7

BAREBOAT CHARTER - any boat that can be chartered without a skipper or crew,

8

CREWED CHARTER - yachts that can only be rented/chartered with permament

9

A.P.A. - Advance Provisioning Allowance; APA is intended to cover the operating

representative for the sale or purchase of a yacht or boat.

typically bareboating refers to sailing yachts, including catamarans.

crew on board, providing utter luxury and carefree holidays.

expenses such as fuel, food, drinks, port and mooring charges, communications,
extras and Client’s particular request for services, itinerary, etc.

10

CREW - presents the ‘heart’ of every yacht. Not always but the greater the yacht
- the bigger the crew on board. Usually consists of Captain, Mate, Stewardess &
Cook.
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Tips And Tricks
This might come in handy when sailing in Croatia. These are some local tips and info we
consider helpful.

1

Catch the early bird discount. Book your charter holiday on time and get the

2

Explore various One-Way options which are a great deal since you can embark

3

There is no need to make inquiries for July or August only. Summer holidays in

best boats while they are available with additional discount.

in Split and disembark in Dubrovnik.

June and September are awesome as well, as the temperatures in those months
are often similar to high season, and it is less crowded on islands.

4

Crewed catamarans may seem a bit more expensive, but they offer more care-

5

We advise not to visit Blue Cave or the highlighted spots during July or August,

free holidays as there are professionals that will take great care of you.

as those places are overcrowded and you will have to wait a long time just to
enter. If you are on a crewed yacht - let the crew take care of your holiday itinerary. In other case, consult with your Adriatic Sailing team about the best itineraries.

6

Discover bays and coves where anchorages are possible. Try to avoid ports in

7

Be sure to have cash (kunas) in your pocket. Although there are places on island

high season.

where you can exchange money - we advise to do that on time for a better
rates.

8

We know it is summer but make sure you have a space in your luggage for some
warm clothes. Don’t let some rainy day spoil your adventure. Likewise, be sure to
bring sunscreen with UV protection, sunglasses or any summer hat.
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Winds In Dalmatia
Learn key facts about winds in Dalmatia.

1

BURA (NE)

Very strong and unpredictable wind, mostly blows in winter times
in Croatia, from inland towards sea. Clean and dry wind, not that
dangerous during summer times as it is not frequent.

2

JUGO (SE)

We have a common phrase that when Jugo is blowing it will rain
for sure. A bringer of heavy clouds and bad weather, Jugo can
reach up to 50 knots of blowing speed, especially in September.
All sailors should be aware of this and dock in safe place on time.

3

MAESTRAL / “MAEŠTRAL” (NW)
Keep in mind that this wind blows from the sea to the land, mainly
in the afternoon. It’s not that powerful, although it can create
waves sometimes, especially in the narrow passes.

4

TRAMONTANA / “TRAMUNTANA” (N)
Rare and strong wind, which might come along with great stroms
or hurricanes. It doesn’t blow that often during summer times.

5

PULENAT (W)
Often confused with Maestral, but this wind blows from the West.
Thermal and stronger wind than Maestral, it can create waves
that your yacht will not be pleased with.
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How To Tie Basic Rope Knots?
Adriatic Sailing will show you how to tie basic charter rope knots, widely used in charter
industry. We want you to be familiar with knots, as they play key part onboard. Here are
the 4 rope knots we consider you might be interested into:

1

Bowline (”PAŠNJAK”) knot
One of the most used knot in the charter world; safe, strong, reliable
and easy to untie.

2

3

Cleat hitch (Dock line) knot
Simple binding knot used to secure a rope or line around an object.

Clove hitch knot
One of the most important knots, along with the Bowline or Reef knot.
A knot that is tied to an object; a lashing knot ties 2 objects together.

4

Sheet band knot
Perfect knot for docking the boat to the dock.
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1

Bowline (’Pašnjak’) knot

1
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6

Place the loose end of the rope over the object you want to bowline. Make a loop with your left hand, as
shown in the photo (2). Pass the loose end of the rope through the loop from under to outside using your right
hand. Next, tighten the loop and proceed around the main rope from underneath and through the loop
with your loose end. The Bowline is finished by tying a loop and tightening the loose end.
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2

Cleat hitch knot
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Take a turn around the cleat with your rope. Pull the rope through the cleat's middle. Start a figure eight
across the top of the opposite ear by pulling the rope under the cleat's ear. Make an underhand loop over
one of the cleat's ears. Pull the free end as hard as you can. The final half hitch is the final step, and you've
now completed a neat Cleat Hitch Knot.
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3

Clove hitch knot
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Wrap a rope's free end around a post. Cross over and around the post once more. Underneath the final
wrap, tuck the working end. Tighten the grip.
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4

Sheet band knot
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Form a loop in the end of one rope. Pass the free end of the rope to be joined under the opening of the
loop, around both parts of the first rope and back under itself.
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Top Places And Destinations - DALMATIA

Have you ever been in Split - the capital and the main hub of Dalmatia? If the answer is ‘no’ then be sure to spend some days in
Split, as this city is known worldwide as a must visit for everybody
seeking combination of rich history sites, traditional cuisine specialties, relaxed vibe and dynamic nightlife.

14

Hvar, place full of joy,
happiness and magic. Indulge
yourself to its charm, old dalmatian streets and try local cuisine.
Be sure to visit “Paklinski Islands”,
which are located half of mile away,
just opposite to Hvar.

15

Southern gem of Croatia - Dubrovnik. Lately, this astonishing
town became widely famous for its ‘Old town’, which was
a film setting for the Game of Thrones series (King’s
Landing).

Beside, the Walls of Dubrovnik are something

unique that should be visited at least once in a lifetime.
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Best known dalmatian wines
There is simply nothing to compare with the feeling of chilling on your yacht with a glass of
wine during hot summer evenings. Here we will introduce you more closely with the most
famous wines from Dalmatia region, which are all rich in flavors and scents, yet the ones
that suits you the most you should discover by yourself. As Luis Fernando Olaverri
once said: “Wine is the only artwork you can drink”.

ŠIBENIK
COUNTY
DALMATIA REGION

PLAVAC MALI

BABIĆ
BOGDANUŠA

HVAR
KORČULA

POŠIP, GRK

PELJEŠAC
(peninsula)

DINGAČ, POSTUP
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Tastes of Dalmatia
Dalmatian cuisine offers a handful of dishes rich in flavor, we decided to present you with
the top 3 dishes of our choice:

Pašticada (pasticada)
Delicious and savory, pašticada is a must-try
meal whenever you visit dalmatian region.
Braised beef (pierced with stuffed garlic, bacon
and carrot) is cooked in fragrant sweet and sour
sauce. This tasty slices of meat are usually served
with homemade gnocchi or pasta.

Škampi na buzaru (scampi alla busara)
Appetizing dish; prepared with scampi, garlic,
olive oil, tomato puree, wine, parsley and crusty
bread for thickening the sauce. When carefully
prepared this meal has a divine taste that will
awaken all the senses of Dalmatia on your
palate.

Crni rižot (black risotto)
What can you get with rice, squids or cuttlefish
and their blackened ink, onion, garlic, olive oil, a
bit of spices and slices of lemon? Never end up
your holidays without tasting black risotto along
the Dalmatian coastline.
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Why Is Adriatic Sailing The Best Option For You
At Adriatic Sailing, we dedicate ourselves to creating lasting memories with every guest
through our award-winning, personalized service.

Five years in a row, since 2015, Croatian Chamber of Commerce, Croatian Ministry of
Tourism and Croatian National Tourism Board awarded Adriatic Sailing among 3 best
yacht charter companies in Croatia and in 2019 – as the best yacht charter company in
Croatia.
Our company ethos and strategy has attracted a team of dedicated employees. We’re
committed to providing exceptional quality of service and value to our clients, partners,
and yacht owners throughout the relationship.
Adriatic Sailing is an authorized user of the MYBA Charter E-contract and a proud IYBA
member.

RECEIVING THE AWARD AS THE BEST CHARTER COMPANY IN CROATIA

ADRIATIC SAILING TEAM

Discover unique charter, various all-inclusive options, create your holiday experience with
people who care!
Our staff will welcome you at our base in Marina Kaštela, Split, Croatia.
Be a part of our charter story...
OUR FLEET
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Adriatic Sailing Charter - Our Fleet

LUXURY CREWED YACHTS
In our fleet there are yachts with a range from 50 ft up to 77 ft, with permanent crew on board. Utter luxury and carefree holidays are guaranteed
while sailing on any crewed yacht from our fleet.

BAREBOAT CATAMARANS
Ranging from 42 ft up to 50 ft there are well maintained catamarans at
your disposal. They are offered bareboat so you will need valid skipper
license and VHF license.

SAILING YACHTS
Are you more interested in sailing yachts? We have a solution for you! Our
sailing yachts are taken care of throughout the year, to maximize your
charter experience to its best.

MORE 55 x 10 - MONOFLEET
We are proud to be the only company on Adriatic that has 10 x More 55 ft
performance sailing yachts. Catch the wind and sail like never before.

MOTOR YACHTS
Looking for a bit more “power”? Simply choose between various types of
motor yachts in our fleet. Let the Captain take the helm while you bask on
the sunbathing area of your yacht.
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designed with

broaden your horizons...

YACHT CHARTER / SALES / MANAGEMENT
www.adriatic-sailing.hr / charter@adriatic-sailing.hr

